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In this paper, the spectrum of a streaming operator with diffuse reflection
boundary condition arising in transport theory is observed in L1 space. We
associate this unbounded operator with bounded integral operators which are
determined by the boundary condition. It is shown that the spectrum of the
streaming operator is completely determined by these integral operators and
consists of countable isolated eigenvalues, each of which has finite algebraic
multiplicity. Furthermore, under the assumption that the diffusion on the boundary
is of Maxwell type, it is proved that the streaming operator has only one real
eigenvalue which is simple and that each of the complex eigenvalues has geometry
multiplicity one. A formula for computing these eigenvalues is also derived, by
means of which the algebraic multiplicity of the complex eigenvalues is discussed.
Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the streaming operator is closely relevant to many
mathematical physics problems such as neutron transport theory, radiative
w xtransfer theory, and gas dynamics 1]3 . The spectral structure of this
linear operator is of fundamental importance both in mathematical theory
and in applications. Many authors have observed some spectral properties
w xof the operator under nonreentry boundary conditions 5]7, 11, 14, 15 . In
w x1980, Voigt 13 discussed some aspects of the streaming operator under
various reentry boundary conditions and gave a rigorous theory for the
streaming operator. As far as we know, the spectrum of the streaming
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Žoperator with diffuse reflection boundary condition one kind of reentry
. w xboundary condition has few results at present 16 . So, the aim of this
paper is to discuss the spectrum of this operator with diffuse reflection
boundary condition.
Ž .Let us suppose that the transport medium is a sphere of radius R with
w x w x Ž . w xspherical symmetry, and let G s 0, R = y1, 1 = V , V , V s y1, 1m M
Ž . 1 1Ž 2 . 1Ž= V , V . Then, the weighted L -spaces L G, r dr dm d¤ and L V,m M
< < .¤m dm d¤ with norms
2 1 25 5f s f r , m , ¤ r dr dm d¤ , f g L G, r dr dm d¤Ž . Ž .H
G
15 5 < < < <g s g m , ¤ ¤m dm d¤ , g g L V , ¤m dm d¤Ž . Ž .H
V
Ž .are complex Banach spaces, where ¤ g V , V is the speed of migratingm M
w xparticles and m g y1, 1 is the cosine of the angle the particle velocity
makes with the radius vector. We shall discuss the streaming operator in
1 w xits natural spaces L as is pointed out by 6, 9, 13 . The streaming operator
Ž .B with diffuse reflection boundary condition and the domain D B reads:
› 1 y m2 ›
B f r , m , ¤ s y¤m f r , m , ¤ y ¤ f r , m , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
› r r ›m
y ¤ r , m , ¤ f .Ž .Ý
Ž .  < 1Ž 2 . Ž .D B s f f and B f g L G, r dr dm d¤ such that f R, m, ¤ satisfies the
Ž . Ž . 1Ždiffuse reflection boundary condition, i.e., i f R, m, ¤ g L V,
< < . Ž . < < Ž . VM X 1 Ž X X. X X Ž X¤m dm d¤ , and ii ¤m f R, m, ¤ s H d¤ H a m, m ; ¤ , ¤ ¤ m f R, m ,V 0mX. X w .4 Ž .¤ dm for m g y1, 0 , where Ý r, m, ¤ is the total cross-section of the
Ž X X.transport mediums and a m, m ; ¤ , ¤ is the diffuse coefficient on the
boundary.
Ž . < 2 2 2 4 w xLet D s x, y, ¤ x q y F R , y G 0, V - ¤ - V and S s 0, Rm M
¤y1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .= V , V . Denote L D, y dx dy d¤ and L S, dy d¤ by X and Y,2m M R
respectively. The norms of X and Y are respectively defined by
5 5w s w x , y , ¤ y dx dy d¤ , w g X ,Ž .H
D
¤y
5 5c s c y , ¤ dy d¤ , c g Y .Ž .H 2RS
2'Let x s rm, y s r 1 y m , ¤ s ¤ ; then this transformation is one to one
from G onto D. We can establish an isometric isomorphism J from
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1Ž 2 .L G, r dr dm d¤ to X by this transformation as
J : L1 G, r 2 dr dm d¤ “ X ;Ž .
x
2 2'w x , y , ¤ s Jf x , y , ¤ s f x q y , , ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2ž /'x q y
f g L1 G, r 2 dr dm d¤ .Ž .
By some complicated computation, it can be shown that the streaming
operator B has the following equivalent representation under the isometric
isomorphism J:
B: X “ X ;
›
Bw x , y , ¤ s y¤ w x , y , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .
› x
x
2 2'y ¤ x q y , , ¤ w x , y , ¤ ,Ž .Ý 2 2ž /'x q y
¡
2 2~ < 'D B s w w and Bw g X such that: A w " R y y , y , ¤ g Y , andŽ . Ž . ž /¢
2 2 2'B ¤yrR w y R y y , y , ¤Ž . ž /
X 22 2 2''y R y y R y y
Xs a y , ; ¤ , ¤H 2 2 ž /R RS 'R R y y
X X ƒ¤ y
X 2 X X X X2 ¥'= w R y y , y , ¤ dy d¤ .ž /2 §R
In this paper, we discuss the above equivalent form of the streaming
operator B since the spectral properties of a linear operator are unchang-
ing under the transformation of an isometric isomorphism.
In the following, we suppose that
Ž . Ž .C Ý r, m, ¤ is a bounded nonnegative measurable function de-
U  Ž .4fined on G and let l s inf ¤Ý r, m, ¤ .0 Ž r , m , ¤ .g G
Ž .D 0 - V - V - q‘.m M
Ž . Ž X X.E a m, m ; ¤ , ¤ is a nonnegative measurable function defined on
w . Ž x Ž . Ž .y1, 0 = 0, 1 = V , V = V , V such thatm M m M
V 0M X X X X< xsup d¤ a m , m ; ¤ , ¤ dm m , ¤ g 0, 1 = V , V F 1Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽH H m M½ 5
V y1m
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w . Ž .and for every measurable set F ; y1, 0 = V , V we havem M
lim sup a m , mX ; ¤ , ¤ X dm d¤ s 0.Ž .H
X XmF“0 FŽ . Ž x Ž .m , ¤ g 0, 1 = V , Vm M
Ž X X.If we assume that a m, m ; ¤ , ¤ is bounded, then the above equality is
obviously true.
2. BOUNDED INTEGRAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE BOUNDARY CONDITION
In the following section of this paper, denote the spectrum, the essential
spectrum, the point spectrum, and the spectral radius of a linear operator
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A by s A , s A , P A , and r A , respectively. And denote the null spaceess s
Ž . Ž .and the range of A by / A and R A . C represents the complex field.
For any l g C, let
X X X 22 2 2''¤ y R y y R y y
X X XM l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ s a y , ; ¤ , ¤Ž .
2 2 ž /R R'R¤ R y y
X22'R yy X X= exp y D l; z , y , ¤ dz ,Ž .H
X22ž /'y R yy
y , ¤ g S, yX , ¤ X g SŽ . Ž .
X X 22 2 2''y R y y R y y
X X X XH l; y , ¤ ; x , y , ¤ s a y , ; ¤ , ¤Ž .
2 2 ž /R R'R¤ R y y
X22'R yy X X= exp y D l; z , y , ¤ dz ,Ž .H
Xž /x
y , ¤ g S, xX , yX , ¤ X g D ,Ž . Ž .
where
1 x
2 2'D l; x , y , ¤ s l q ¤ S x q y , , ¤ , x , y , ¤ g D.Ž . Ž .
2 2ž /¤ 'x q y
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Define linear operators M , H , L , and P for l g C as follows:l l l l
M : Y “ Y ; M c y , ¤ s M l; y , yX ; ¤ , ¤ X c yX , ¤ X dyX d¤ XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hl l
S
H : X “ Y ;l
H w y , ¤ s H l; y , ¤ ; xX , yX , ¤ X w xX , yX , ¤ X dxX dyX d¤ XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hl
D
L : Y “ X ;l
x
L c x , y , ¤ s exp y D l; z , y , ¤ dz c y , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hl ž /2 2'y R yy
P : X “ X ;l
x x1
X XP w x , y , ¤ s exp y D l; z , y , ¤ dz w x , y , ¤ dx .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hl ž /X2 2 ¤'y R yy x
LEMMA 2.1. For any l g C, M is a bounded linear operator. Further-l
U Ž . Ž xmore, if Re l ) yl , then r M - a , where a g 0, 1 .0 l
Proof. For any c g Y, we have
¤y
5 5M c s M c y , ¤ dy d¤Ž . Ž .Hl l 2RS
¤y
X X X X X Xs M l, y , ¤ ; y , ¤ c y , ¤ dy d¤ dy d¤Ž . Ž .H H 2RS S
yV R V RM M XF d¤ dy d¤H H H H 2 2V 0 V 0 'R R y ym m
X 22 2 2''R y y R y y
X= a y , ; ¤ , ¤ž /R R
U X XRe l q l ¤ y0X 2 X X X2'= exp y2 R y y c y , ¤ dyŽ .X 2ž /ž /¤ R
yR V R VM MXs dy dyH H H H 2 20 V 0 V 'R R y ym m
X 22 2 2''R y y R y y
X=a y , ; ¤ , ¤ d¤ž /R R
U X XRe l q l ¤ y0X 2 X X X2'= exp y2 R y y c y , ¤ d¤ .Ž .X 2ž /ž /¤ R
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Ž .From E we obtain
X 22 2 2''y R y y R y yR VM Xa s sup dy a y , ; ¤ , ¤ d¤H H 2 2 ž /X X R R0 V 'R R y yŽ . my , ¤ gS
F 1.
Hence, if Re l ) ylU , then0
U X XRe l q l ¤ yR V 0MX X 2 X X X25 5 'M c F a dy exp y2 R y y c y , ¤ d¤Ž .H H Xl 2ž /ž /¤ R0 Vm
¤ X yXR VMX X X X 5 5F a dy c y , ¤ d¤ s a c .Ž .H H 2R0 Vm
5 5So, M F a .l
If Re l F ylU , similarly, we have0
2 R
U5 5 < < 5 5M c F a exp Re l q l f .l 0ž /Vm
That is,
2 R
U5 5 < <M F a exp Re l q l .l 0ž /Vm
Ž . UWe show now that r M - a for Re l ) yl . Similar to the abovel 0
procedure, we have
¤y
2 25 5M c s M c y , ¤ dy d¤Ž .Ž .Hl l 2RS
Y Y 2 X 22 2' 'y R y y R y y
Y XF a a y , ; ¤ , ¤H H
Y 2 ž /2 R RS S 'R R y y
URe l q l0Y 22'=exp y2 R y y Yž /ž /¤
URe l q l0X 2 Y Y2'=exp y2 R y y dy d¤Xž /ž /¤
¤ X yX
X X X X= c y , ¤ dy d¤ .Ž .2R
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U Ž X X. Ž Y Y .If Re l ) yl , then for almost every y , ¤ and y , ¤ g S we have0
U URe l q l Re l q l0 0Y 2 X 22 2' 'exp y2 R y y exp y2 R y y - 1.Y Xž / ž /ž / ž /¤ ¤
Ž .Hence, there exists a d g 0, 1 such that
Y Y 2 X 22 2' 'y R y y R y y
Y Xsup a y , ; ¤ , ¤H
Y 2 ž /2X X R RS 'Ž .y , ¤ gS R R y y
URe l q l0Y 22'= exp y2 R y y Yž /ž /¤
URe l q l0X 2 Y Y2'= exp y2 R y y dy d¤ s da ,Xž /ž /¤
5 2 5 2 5 5M c F da c ;c g Y .l
5 2 5 2 Ž . Ž x w xThat is, M F da , where d g 0, 1 and a g 0, 1 . From 10 ,l
1r n 1r2n 2 '5 5 5 5r M s inf M F M F d a .Ž .l l l
nG1
UŽ .So, r M - a F 1 for Re l ) yl .l 0
Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1, we can show:
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. i For any l g C, H , L and P are bounded linearl l l
operators:
Ž . Uii If Re l ) yl , then0
a R2 1
5 5 5 5 5 5H F , L F , P F .l l lU U2 Re l q l Re l q lR 0 0
LEMMA 2.3. For any l g C, both M and H are weakly compactl l
operators.
Proof. Since the proof of the weak compactness of H is similar to thatl
of M , we only prove the weak compactness of M . Define a vector-valuedl l
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function G as follows:l
G : S “ Y ; G yX , ¤ X s M l; y , yX ; ¤ , ¤ X , ; yX , ¤ X g S.Ž . Ž . Ž .l l
¤y
X X X XG y , ¤ s M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ dy d¤Ž . Ž .Hl 2RS
X X X 22 2 2''¤ y y R y y R y y
XF a y ; ; ¤ , ¤H 2 2 2 ž /R RRS 'R R y y
URe l q l0X 22'= exp y2 R y y dy d¤ .Xž /ž /¤
Ž .In consideration of E , we obtain
X X U¤ y Re l q l0X X X 22'sup G y , ¤ F a sup exp y2 R y yŽ . Xl 2½ 5ž /ž /X X X X ¤RŽ . Ž .y , ¤ gS y , ¤ gS
aVMF . 1Ž .
R
On the other hand, for Re l ) ylU , we have0
X X X 22 2 2''¤ y R y y R y y
X X XG y , ¤ F a y , ; ¤ , ¤ .Ž .l 2 2 ž /R R'R¤ R y y
Ž .Hence, from E , we obtain for the measurable set F ; S
¤y
X Xlim sup G y , ¤ dy d¤ s 0. 2Ž . Ž .H l 2
X X RmF“0 FŽ .y , ¤ gS
Ž . U Ž .Similarly, we can show that 2 is also valid for Re l F yl . From 1 ,0
Ž . w x2 , and 4 , we know that M is weakly compact.l
LEMMA 2.4. The operator-¤alued functions M , H , and L are all entirel l l
functions.
Proof. For any l g C, define an integral operator MX : Y “ Y asl
follows:
X 22'y2 R y y
X X X X X X XM c y , ¤ s M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ c y , ¤ dy ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Xl ¤S
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Obviously, MX is a bounded operator such thatl
2 R
X5 5 5 5M F M , l g C.l lVm
< <Now, let Dl - 1; then
M l q Dl; y , yX ; ¤ , ¤ X y M l; y , yX ; ¤ , ¤ XŽ . Ž .
Dl
X 22'y2 R y y
X Xy M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤Ž .X¤
X 22'y2 R y y
exp y Dl y 1X X 22ž / '¤ 2 R y y
X Xs M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ q .Ž . X
Dl ¤
Ž X X.Since M l; y, y ; ¤ , ¤ is integrable on S = S and
X 22'y2 R y y
exp y Dl y 1X X 22ž / '¤ 2 R y y
lim q s 0,X
Dl ¤Dl“0
yX , ¤ X g S,Ž .
Ž X X.we have for almost all y, ¤ ; y , ¤ g S = S
M l q Dl, y , yX , ¤ , ¤ X y M l, y , yX , ¤ , ¤ XŽ . Ž .
lim ž DlDl“0
X 22'2 R y y
X Xq M l, y , y , ¤ , ¤ s 0. 3Ž . Ž .X /¤
< <On the other hand, we have for Dl - 1
X X X XM l q Dl; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ y M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤Ž . Ž .
Dl
X 22'2 R y y
X Xq M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤Ž .X¤
2 R
X XF M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ exp .Ž . ž /Vm
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Hence, for any c g Y,
X X X XM l q Dl; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ y M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤Ž . Ž .
Dl
X 22'2 R y y
X X X Xq M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ c y , ¤Ž . Ž .X¤
2 R
X X X XF exp M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ c y , ¤ . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /Vm
In consideration of the boundedness of M , we also havel
¤y
X X X X X XM l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ c y , ¤ dy d¤ dy d¤ - q‘. 5Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2RS=S
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 3 , 4 , and 5 we obtain by Lebesgue's convergence theorem that
X X X X¤y M l q Dl; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ y M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤Ž . Ž .
lim H 2 DlRDl“0 S=S
X 22'2 R y y
X Xq M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤Ž .X¤
X X X X= c y , ¤ dy d¤ dy d¤ s 0, ;c g Y .Ž .
That is,
M c y M clqD l l Xlim y M c s 0, ;c g Y .lDlDl“0
w xFrom 10 , we know that M is a vector-valued entire function andl
d XM s M .l ldl
Similarly, it can be shown that both H and L are vector-valued entirel l
functions. Furthermore, if we define bounded integral operators HX :l
X “ Y and LX : Y “ X as follows,l
X X 22'x y R y y
X X X XH w y , ¤ s H l; y , ¤ ; x , y , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .H Xl ¤D
= w xX , yX , ¤ X dxX dyX d¤ XŽ .
2 2'x q R y y
XL c x , y , ¤ s y L c x , y , ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l l¤
X Xd dthen H s H and L s L for any l g C.l l l ldl dl
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THEOREM 2.1. The operator-¤alued function M has the following spec-l
tral properties:
Ž . U Ž .i If Re l ) yl , then 1 g r M .0 l
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .  4 Ž .  4ii For any l g C, s M _ 0 s P M _ 0 and s M _ 0 s f.l s l ess l
Ž . Ž .iii There exist at most countable complex l such that 1 g P M ins l
the left half plane Re l F ylU.0
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv If 1 g P M , then 1 g P M .s l s l
Ž . U Ž .Proof. i If Re l ) yl , then r M - a F 1 by Lemma 2.1. This0 l
Ž .implies 1 g r M .l
Ž .ii From Lemma 2.3, we know that M is a weakly compact opera-l
tor from Y to itself for every complex number l. Hence, M2 is compact forl
w x w xevery l g C 4 . Now, by the Riesz]Schauder theory 10 , we obtain
Ž .  4s M _ 0 s f andess l
 4  4s M _ 0 s P M _ 0 .Ž . Ž .l s l
Ž . w x 2iii From Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.4, and 4 , M is a compact opera-l
w x Ž . Ž 2 .tor-valued entire function. Hence 8 , a either 1 g P M for all l g Cs l
Ž . Ž 2 .or b there exist at most countable l g C such that 1 g P M and fors l
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž . Ž .other l g C we have 1 g r M . But a is invalid by i ; that is, b mustl
w xbe true. Then, from the spectral mapping theorem 10 we know that there
Ž .exist at most countable complex number l such that 1 g P M in the lefts l
half plane Re l F ylU.0
Ž .iv By the definition of M , we have M cs M c , for any l g Cl l l
Ž . Ž .and c g Y. This implies that 1 g P M if and only if 1 g P M .s l s l
 < Ž .4Remark 2.1. Let G s l g C 1 g P M . Then G can be representeds l
U U < 4  <by G s l Re l F yl , n s 1, 2, . . . , N j l Re l F yl , n sn n 0 0 n n 0
41, 2, . . . , N , where N is a positive integer or q‘.a0 0
3. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF THE
STREAMING OPERATOR B
THEOREM 3.1. For the streaming operator B, we ha¤e
Ž . Ž .i r B s C_G;
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4  4ii s B s P B j ‘ s G j ‘ .s
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Ž . Ž .y1Proof. i If l g C_G, then I y M exists and is bounded byl
Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.1. Define the linear operator R as follows:l
y1R s L yM H q P .Ž .l l l l l
From Lemma 2.2 we know that R is a bounded linear operator. In thel
Ž .y1following, we will show that lI y B exists and equals R , hencel
r B > C_G. 6Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .First, we show that R R ; D B . For any w g Xl
y1R w x , y , ¤ s L I y M H w x , y , ¤ q P w x , y , ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l l l l
2 2'We obtain by letting x s " R y y
y12 2'R w y R y y , y , ¤ s I y M H w y , ¤ 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /l l l
2 2'R w R y y , y , ¤Ž . ž /l
2 2'R yy y1s exp y D l, z , y , ¤ dz I y M H w y , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H l l
2 2ž /'y R yy
2 2 2 21' 'R yy R yy X Xq exp y D l, z , y , ¤ dz w x , y , ¤ dx .Ž . Ž .H H
Xž /2 2 ¤'y R yy x
8Ž .
Ž .From 8 , we have
X 2 X X2 2 2''y y R y y R y y ¤ yV RM X Xd¤ a , ; ¤ , ¤H H 22 2 ž /R R RV 0 'R R y ym
X 2 X X X2'= R w R y y , y , ¤ dyŽ . ž /l
X 22 2 2''y R y y R y yV RM X Xs d¤ a y , ; ¤ , ¤H H 2 2 ž /R RV 0 'R R y ym
X X
X22¤ y 'R yy X X= exp y D l, z , y , ¤ dzŽ .H2 X22ž /R 'y R yy
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y1 X X X= I y M H w y , ¤ dyŽ . Ž .Ž .l l
yV RM Xq d¤H H 2 2V 0 'R R y ym
X 2 X X2 2 2''y R y y R y y ¤ y
X= a , ; ¤ , ¤ 2ž /R R R
X2 X 22 21' 'R yy R yy X X= exp y D l, z , y , ¤ dzŽ .H HX
X2 X½ ž /2 ¤'y R yy x
=w xX , yX , ¤ X dxX dyXŽ . 5
¤y ¤yy1s M I y M H w y , ¤ q H w y , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l l l2 2R R
¤y y1s I y M H w y , ¤ .Ž . Ž .Ž .l l2R
Ž .In consideration of 7 , we obtain
¤y yV RM X2 2'R w y R y y , y , ¤ s d¤Ž . H Hž /l2 2 2R V 0 'R R y ym
X 22 2 2''R y y R y y
X= a y , ; ¤ , ¤ž /R R
X X¤ y
X 2 X X X2'= R w R y y , y , ¤ dy .Ž . ž /l2R
Ž . Ž . Ž .This shows that R w g D B , i.e., R R ; D B .l l
Ž .Second, we show that lI y B R s I. For any w g X,l
lI y B R w x , y , ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .l
y1s l R w x , y , ¤ y BL I y M H w x , y , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l l l
y BP w x , y , ¤Ž . Ž .l
y1s l R w x , y , ¤ y ¤D l; x , y , ¤ L I y M H w x , y , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l l
x y12 2'q ¤ x q y , , ¤ L I y M H w x , y , ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý l l l2 2ž /'x q y
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›
q ¤ P w x , y , ¤Ž . Ž .l› x
x
2 2'q ¤ x q y , , ¤ P w x , y , ¤Ž . Ž .Ý l2 2ž /'x q y
y1s l R w x , y , ¤ y l L I y M H w x , y , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l l l
yl P w x , y , ¤ q w x , y , ¤ s w x , y , ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l
Ž . Ž . Ž .So, lI y B R w s w ;w g X . That is, lI y B R s I.l l
Ž . Ž .Third, we show that R lI y B ; I. For any w g D B ,l
P lI y B w x , y , ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .l
x x1
s exp y D l; z , y , ¤ dzŽ .H Hž /X2 2 ¤'y R yy x
›
X X X= ¤ w x , y , ¤ q ¤D l; x , y , ¤ w x , y , ¤ dxŽ . Ž . Ž .X› x
x
s w x , y , ¤ y exp y D l; z , y , ¤ dzŽ . Ž .Hž /2 2'y R yy
2 2'= w y R y y , y , ¤ .ž /
2 2Ž . Ž .'If we denote w y R y y , y, ¤ by c y, ¤ , then
P lI y B w x , y , ¤ s w x , y , ¤ y L c x , y , ¤ . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l
Similarly, we can show that
H lI y B w y , ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .l
X X X 22 2 2''¤ y R y y R y y
Xs a y , ; ¤ , ¤H 2 2 ž /R RS 'R¤ R y y
X 2 X X X X2'= w R y y , y , ¤ dy d¤ž /
X X X 2 X X X X2'y M l; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ w y R y y , y , ¤ dy d¤ . 10Ž . Ž .H ž /
S
Ž . Ž .Since w g D B , the first part of the right-hand side of 10 is equal to
2 2Ž .'w y R y y , y, ¤ . Hence,
2 2'H lI y B w x , y s w y R y y , y , ¤ y M c y , ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /l l
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Ž .y1Multiplying both sides of the above equation by L I y M , wel l
obtain
y1L I y M H lI y B w x , y , ¤ s L c x , y , ¤ . 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l l l
Ž . Ž .From 9 and 11 , we obtain
R lI y B w s w ;w g D B .Ž . Ž .Ž .l
That is,
R lI y B ; I.Ž .l
Ž .From the above procedure, we know that 6 is valid.
On the other hand, if l g G, then there exists a c g Y such that c / 00
and M c s c by Theorem 2.1. Letl0
f x , y , ¤ s L c x , y , ¤ s L M c x , y , ¤ ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l l l0 0 0
Ž .then f g X and f / 0. In the following, we will show that l g P B ;0 s
hence
P B > G. 12Ž . Ž .s
2 2Ž . Ž . 'First, we show that f g D B . Replacing x in f x, y, ¤ by " R y y ,
we obtain
2 2'f y R y y , y , ¤ s M c y , ¤ s c y , ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .ž / l0
2 2'R yy2 2'f R y y , y , ¤ s exp y D l ; z , y , ¤ dz c y , ¤ .Ž . Ž .Hž / 0
2 2ž /'y R yy
2 2Ž .'It is easy to see that f " R y y , y, ¤ satisfies the boundary condi-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tions A and B . So, f g D B .
Second, we have
›
¤ f x , y , ¤ s y¤D l , x , y , ¤ f x , y , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .0› x
x
2 2's y l q ¤ x q y , , ¤ f x , y , ¤ .Ž .Ý0 2 2ž /'x q y
That is,
l I y B f s 0.Ž .0
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence, l g P B ; this proves 12 . From 6 and 12 , we know that i0 s
is valid.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii From 6 and 12 , we know that P B s G. That is, ii is valid.s
Ž . Ž .  4THEOREM 3.2. i s B s ‘ ;ess
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4ii For any l g P B s s B _ ‘ s G,0 s
dim / l I y B s dim / I y M . 13Ž . Ž .Ž .0 l0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i Denote C_ s T by r T the essential resolvent set for aess ess
w xlinear operator T in a Banach space X 12 . For the streaming operator B0
Ž Ž X X . . Ž .with free boundary condition i.e., a m, m ; ¤ , ¤ ’ 0 , we have s B s0
 4 Ž .y1 w x‘ and lI y B s P for any l g C 5 . From the proof of Theorem0 l
3.1, we obtain for l f G
y1 y1 y1
lI y B s L I y M H q lI y B . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l l l 0
ŽŽ .y1 .  4 w xFor l g C, s lI y B s 0 by the spectral mapping theorem 10 .0
ŽŽ .y1 .  4Hence, r lI y B s C_ 0 which is a connected domain of theess 0
Ž Ž .y1 .y1spectral plane. Now, if m / 0, then mI y lI y B exists and is0
w Ž .y1 xw Ž .y1 xy142bounded and L I y M H mI y lI y B is compact byl l l 0
w x Ž .y1 Ž .y1Lemma 2.3 and 4 . That is, L I y M H is lI y B -power com-l l l 0
 4 Ž . w xpact on C_ 0 . From Eq. 14 and 12 , we obtain
y1 y1 4r lI y B s C_ 0 ; r lI y B .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ess 0 ess
Then using the spectral mapping theorem, we have
1
<r B > z z s l y , m / 0 s C,Ž .ess ½ 5m
Ž .  4which means that s B s ‘ .ess
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If l g P B s G, then 1 g P M by Theorem 2.1. It follows0 s s l0
Ž .  4that there exists a w g D B _ 0 such that
l I y B w s 0;Ž .0
that is,
› x
2 2'¤ w x , y , ¤ q l q ¤ x q y , , ¤ w x , y , ¤ s 0.Ž . Ž .Ý0 2 2ž /ž /› x 'x q y
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Integrating this, we obtain
x
2 2'w x , y , ¤ s exp y D l ; z , y , ¤ dz w y R y y , y , ¤ .Ž . Ž .H ž /0ž /2 2'y R yy
15Ž .
Ž . Ž .Since w g D B , it must satisfy the boundary condition B . It follows that
X X X 2 X X X X2 2 2''w y R y y , y , ¤ s M l ; y , y ; ¤ , ¤ w y R y y , y , ¤ dy d¤ .Ž .Hž / ž /0
S
Hence,
2 2'w y R y y , y , ¤ g / I y M .Ž .ž / l0
Ž .In consideration of formula 15 , we have
</ l I y B ; L c c g / I y M . 16Ž . Ž . 4Ž .0 l l0 0
Ž . Ž .Ž . ŽOn the other hand, if w x, y, ¤ s L c x, y, ¤ for any c g / I yl0
. Ž . Ž .M , then it is easy to show that w g D B and l I y B w s 0. It followsl 00
that
</ l I y B > L c c g / I y M . 17Ž . Ž . 4Ž .0 l l0 0
Ž . Ž .From 16 and 17 , we obtain
/ l I y B s L / I y M , l g G. 18Ž . Ž .Ž .0 l l 00 0
Ž .Hence 13 is valid.
Ž .In the following, we shall discuss the algebraic multiplicity of l g P B0 s
Ž .y1s G. It follows from Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 that l is a pole of I y M0 l
Ž .for l g P B s G. Hence, we have0 s
‘
ny1 < <I y M s Q l y l , 0 - l y l - d , 19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýl n 0 0
nsyN
where N G 1 is an integer, d ) 0 is small enough, and Q is a boundedn
operator for each n G yN.
Now, suppose Q is the spectral projection associated with the eigen-l0 w xvalue l of the streaming operator B. It follows from 10 that0
1 y1Q s lI y B dl 0 - « - d .Ž . Ž .Hl0 2p i < <lyl s«0
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Ž . ŽTHEOREM 3.3. If l g P B , then the algebraic multiplicity of l i.e.,0 s 0
Ž ..dim R Q isl0
N 1
dim R S ,Ý l , n0ž /n y 1 !Ž .ns1
where
dny1
<S s L Q H n s 1, 2, . . . , N .Ž . Ž .lsll , n l yn l 0ny10 dl
Ž . Ž .Proof. It follows from formulas 14 and 19 that
1 1y1 y1Q s lI y B dl s L I y M H dlŽ . Ž .H Hl l l l0 2p i 2p i< < < <lyl s« lyl s«0 0
1 y1q lI y B dlŽ .H 02p i < <lyl s«0
‘ 1 ns L Q H l y l dlŽ .Ý H l n l 02p i < <lyl s«0nsyN
1 y1q lI y B dl.Ž .H 02p i < <lyl s«0
Ž .Since r B s C,0
1 y1
lI y B dl s 0.Ž .H 02p i < <lyl s«0
On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.4 and Cauchy integral
w xformula 10 that
1 n
L Q H l y l dl s 0, n s 0, 1, 2, . . .Ž . Ž .H l n l 02p i < <lyl s«0
1 1 dyny1n
<L Q H l y l dl s L Q H ,Ž . Ž .H lsll n l 0 l n l 0yny12p i yn y 1 ! dlŽ .< <lyl s«0
yN F n F y1.
So, we have
N ny1 N1 d 1
<Q s L Q H s S .Ž .Ý Ýlsll l yn l l , n0ny10 0n y 1 ! n y 1 !dlŽ . Ž .ns1 ns1
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4. DIFFUSE REFLECTION BOUNDARY
CONDITION OF MAXWELL TYPE
In this section we assume
Ž .F The boundary condition is of Maxwell type. That is,
¤ 2
X X < <a m , m ; ¤ , ¤ s a ¤ m exp y ,Ž . 0 ž /2u
kTwhere u s , m is the mass of the migrating particles, k is the Boltzmannm
constant, T is the absolute temperature, and a is the adjustment coeffi-0
cient on the boundary such that
2
0 - a F .0 u
We also assume that
Ž .G The transport medium is homogeneous and isotropic. That is,
r , m , ¤ s ¤ .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž .It is easy to show that condition F secures the validation of condition
Ž . Ž .E . So, all the results obtained above are valid under condition F .
Furthermore, we have
LEMMA 4.1. For any l g C,
M2 s g l M , M H s g l H ,Ž . Ž .l l l l l
where
2a ¤ 2 l q ¤Ý ¤Ž .Ž .0 2 2'g l s ¤y exp y exp y R y y dy d¤Ž . H2 ž /ž /2u ¤R S
is an entire function.
Proof. By some computation, we can obtain this lemma.
Ž . Ž .y1LEMMA 4.2. If g l / 1, then I y M exists and is bounded. Fur-l
ther,
1y1I y M s I q M .Ž .l l1 y g lŽ .
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1Ž .Proof. If g l / 1, then I q M is a bounded linear operator. ItŽ . l1 y g l
follows from Lemma 4.1 that
1
I y M I q MŽ .l lž /1 y g lŽ .
1 g lŽ .
s I q M y M y M s I.l l l1 y g l 1 y g lŽ . Ž .
Similarly,
1
I q M I y M s I.Ž .l lž /1 y g lŽ .
1y1Ž .Hence, I y M exists and equals I q M .Ž .l l1 y g l
Ž .  4  Ž .4 Ž .THEOREM 4.1. For any l g C, s M _ 0 s g l . Furthermore, g ll
is a simple eigen¤alue of M .l
Ž .  4Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that s M _ 0 consists of isolatedl
Ž .  4eigenvalues with finite algebraic multiplicity. Now, let m g s M _ 0 ;l
 4then there exists a c g Y _ 0 such that M c s mc . Multiplying bothl
sides of the above formula by M and using Lemma 4.1 we obtainl
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4  Ž .4g l M c s mM c ; hence m s g l . That is, s M _ 0 ; g l . On thel l l
Ž . Ž .other hand, if m s g l , then M c s mc , where c y, ¤ sl 0 0 0
Ž 2 . Ž .  4  Ž .4 Ž .  4exp y¤ r2u . Hence, s M _ 0 > g l . This proves that s M _ 0l l
 Ž .4s g l .
Ž .Since M is a one-dimensional operator under the assumption F , wel
Ž .have for m s g l
¤ 2
dim / mI y M s 1, / mI y M s span exp y . 20Ž . Ž . Ž .l l ½ 5ž /2u
Ž .  4 ŽŽ .2 . Ž .Suppose m g s M _ 0 and c g / mI y M ; then mI y M c gl l l
Ž . Ž ./ mI y M . It follows from formula 20 that there exists a constantl
l g C such that1
¤ 2
mI y M c s l exp y .Ž .l 1 ž /2u
But
¤ 2




c s l q l exp y g / mI y M .Ž . Ž .1 2 lž /m 2u
That is,
2/ mI y M s / mI y M . 21Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .From 20 , 21 , and 10 , we know that m s g l is a simple eigenvalue
of M .l
Ž .LEMMA 4.3. There exists only one real zero of the entire function 1 y g l .
Ž .Furthermore, this real zero of the entire function 1 y g l is of order one.
Proof. Let
f l s 1 y g lŽ . Ž .
2a ¤ 2 l q ¤Ý ¤Ž .Ž .0 2 2's 1 y ¤y exp y exp y R y y dy d¤ .H2 ž /ž /2u ¤R S
Since
2¤ 2 l q ¤Ý ¤Ž .Ž .
2 2'lim ¤y exp y exp y R y y dy d¤ s q‘,H ž /ž /2u ¤l“y‘ S
we have
lim f l s y‘ 22Ž . Ž .
l“y‘
a ¤ 20Uf yl s 1 y ¤y exp yŽ . H0 2 ž /2uR S
U2 l q ¤Ý ¤Ž .Ž .0 2 2'= exp y R y y dy d¤ž /¤
a ¤ 20G 1 y ¤y exp y dy d¤H2 ž /2uR S
2 2a V V a u0 m M 0s 1 y u exp y y exp y G 1 y .ž / ž /2 2u 2u 2
Ž .It follows from the assumption F that
a u0Uf yl G 1 y G 0. 23Ž . Ž .0 2
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On the other hand,
22a ¤0X 2 2'f l s y R y y exp yŽ . H2 ž /2uR S
2 l q ¤Ý ¤Ž .Ž .
2 2'= exp y R y y dy d¤ ,ž /¤
XŽ . Ž .hence f l ) 0 for any real l. That is, f l is a strictly increasing
Ž .function on y‘, q‘ .
Ž . Ž .In consideration of 22 and 23 , we know that there exists only one real
UŽ . Ž . Ž .zero denote it by b of f l and b - yl is a simple zero of f l .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.2. Under the assumptions F and G , we ha¤e:
Ž .  < Ž . 4 Ž .  < Ž . 4i G s l g C g l s 1 ; that is, P B s G s l g C g l s 1 .s
Ž .ii There exists only one real eigen¤alue b of the streaming operator0
B. Further, b is a simple eigen¤alue of the streaming operator B.0
Ž . Ž .iii If l is an eigen¤alue of B such that l is a zero of 1 y g l of0 0
order k, then the geometric multiplicity of l is one and the algebraic0
multiplicity of l is k.0
Ž . Ž .Proof. i It follows from Theorem 4.1 that 1 g P M if and only if ls l
Ž .is a zero of the entire function 1 y g l .
 < Ž . 4In consideration of Theorem 3.1, we know that G s l g C g l s 1 .
Ž .ii From Lemma 4.3, we know that there exists only one real zero
Ž .b of the entire function 1 y g l . That is, there exists only one real0
eigenvalue b of the streaming operator. It follows from Theorems 3.2 and0
4.1 that b has geometric multiplicity one.0
Ž .On the other hand, since b is a zero of the entire function 1 y g l of0
order one by Lemma 4.3, we can suppose that
< <1 y g l s l y b " l , l y b - d , 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
where d is a small positive constant such that there exist no eigenvalues of
< < Ž .B contained in 0 - l y b - d and " l is a holomorphic function in0
< < Ž . Ž .l y b - d such that " b / 0. It follows from 14 and Lemmas 4.10 0
and 4.2 that
1y1 < <lI y B s L H q P , 0 - l y b - d .Ž . l l l 01 y g lŽ .
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Hence, the eigenprojection Q of the eigenvalue isb0
1 y1Q s lI y B dlŽ .Hb0 2p i < <lyb sdr20
1 L H 1l ls dl q P dl.H H l2p i 1 y g l 2p iŽ .< < < <lyb sdr2 lyb sdr20 0
Using Lemma 2.4, the Cauchy integral theorem, the Cauchy integral
w x Ž .formula 10 , and formula 24 , we obtain that
1
Q s L H . 25Ž .b b b0 0 0" bŽ .0
Ž .It follows from the assumption F that H and M are one-dimensionalb b0 0
operators such that
¤ 2
R H s R M s span exp y s / I y MŽ . Ž . Ž .b b b0 0 0½ 5ž /2u
Ž .and L is a multiplication operator. Hence, we have by 25b0
 4R Q s span L / I y M s span w , 4Ž . Ž .b b b 00 0 0
where
2b q ¤Ý ¤ ¤Ž .0 2 2'w s exp y x q R y y exp y .ž /0 ž / ž /¤ 2u
Ž .So, dim R Q s 1; that is, the algebraic multiplicity of b is one.b 00
Ž . Ž .iii Since l is a zero of 1 y g l of order k; we have0
k < <1 y g l s l y l q l , l y l - d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
where d is a small positive constant such that there exist no zeros of
Ž . < < Ž .1 y g l in 0 - l y l - d and q l is a holomorphic function in0
< < Ž . Ž .l y l - d such that q l / 0. Similarly to the proof of ii , we obtain0 0
ky11 1 d L Hl ly1Q s lI y B dl sŽ .Hl ky10 d ž /2p i k y 1 ! q ldlŽ . Ž .< <lyl s lsl0 2 0
Ž .ky1yiky1 i1 1
i j Ž j. Ž iyj.s C C L H .Ý Ýky1 i l lž / ž /k y 1 ! q lŽ . Ž .is0 js0 lsl0
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Hence, we have
 4R Q s span w , w , . . . , w ,Ž .l 0 1 ky10
where
j
2 2'x q R y y l q ¤Ý ¤Ž .
2 2'w x , y , ¤ s exp y R y y q xŽ . ž /j ž /ž /¤ ¤
¤ 2
= exp yž /2u
Ž .This implies that dim R Q s k; that is, the algebraic multiplicity ofb0
l is k. On the other hand, from Theorems 3.2 and 4.1, we know that the0
geometric multiplicity of l is one.0
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